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ABSTRACT: 

Active chamber cooling systems are often required 
in liquid rocket engines design to suitably extract 
heat from the hot-gas flow and maintain a 
reasonably low wall temperature. In the design 
process, numerical simulations are often 
necessary to reduce the number of expensive hot-
firing tests. In this sense, the European Space 
Propulsion System Simulation (ESPSS) framework 
has been developed to simulate complex systems 
steady-state and transient analyses. The inclusion 
of film cooling low-order modeling represents a 
useful tool during the engine development phase 
allowing quick evaluations of such a complex 
phenomenon in a system-wide representation, 
where interdependence with other phenomena 
might occur. 
The implemented formulation aims to predict the 
main features of a film-cooled liquid rocket 
combustion chamber. Reliability of such 
predictions is assessed by comparing the steady-
state results with experimental test cases and CFD 
simulations. 
Comparisons show that the errors on the prediction 
of the different engine features spans between 2 
and 20%, depending on the specific quantity 
observed and on the specific test case. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Film cooling is a cooling method used in liquid 
rocket engines (LRE) to protect combustion 
chamber and nozzle walls against high thermal 
loads. A controlled flow of coolant is introduced 
either in liquid or gaseous phase as a thin film 
through slots or discrete holes, placed in the 
combustion chamber, for example at the outer row 
of the faceplate or at different positions 
downstream, or in specific nozzle planes toward 
the throat. The amount of mass flow rate that is 
typically used for this purpose is in the range 

between 1 and 6% of the total mass flow rate, 
yielding of course some performance loss. Film 
cooling might represent an interesting choice, 
especially when in combination with other cooling 
techniques such as regenerative cooling, achieving 
high performances and protecting those engines 
which operate at significantly high pressure, and 
thus undergo significantly high thermal loads. 
 
The EcosimPro/ESPSS platform [28] allows such a 
propulsion system to be assembled and simulated 
by connecting the individual components available 
in the software, and furthermore it allows to design 
and develop brand-new components to be 
included in the model in turn.  
Low-order LRE thrust chamber film cooling models 
have been searched in the literature and selected 
accordingly to the EcosimPro/ESPSS framework 
paradigm and capabilities. 
This paper aims at presenting a new component 
based on a liquid and gaseous film-cooled thrust 
chamber to be included in the ESPSS simulation 
platform, hence enriching and improving its heat 
loads prediction capabilities. 
The new formulation is assessed by analyzing 
transients flow evolution and comparing the 
steady-state results with the selected experimental 
test cases and purposely carried out CFD 
simulations performed using an in-house RANS-
based CFD solver. 
 
2. STATE OF THE ART 

The main results concerning liquid and gaseous 
film cooling modeling developed since the ‘50s and 
available in the literature have been reviewed. 
Particular attention has been paid to numerical and 
modeling aspects in liquid rocket engines 
combustion chambers and nozzles. 
Three peculiar and particularly challenging aspects 
can be defined for Liquid Film Cooling (LFC), i.e 
the liquid film stability, its phase change 
(evaporation), and the extension of the wall wet by 
the film and identified by the Film Cooled Length 
(FCL). In particular, the FCL is defined as the 
length after which the film ceases to exist in liquid 
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phase, thus changing completely the cooling 
performance. 
The determination of the evaporation rate for both 
inert and reactive coolants was the subject of the 
early analytical and empirical studies [1, 2], 
retaining a lot of assumptions to obtain results in 
closed form, and hence yielding very limited 
applicability in some cases [3, 4]. Unrealistic 
treatments of film stability also led to high 
discrepancies in later numerical studies [5]. 
Different attempts have been made to develop 
correlations accounting also for the entrainment of 
liquid droplets in the gaseous phase [6, 7]. Even 
nowadays, the liquid entrainment and film stability 
phenomena are not understood enough to give 
definitive conclusions [8], and no experimental 
information is available for assessment under 
rocket engine-like conditions. From the modeling 
point of view, the correlation by Sawant et al. [7] 
represents a reasonable choice.  
Semi-analytical, 1-D differential and 0-D algebraic 
formulations have been developed including also 
liquid entrainment and hot gas radiation modeling 
for the calculation of FCL and the evaporation rate 
[9, 11, 12]. Overall overestimations were shown by 
the former, with a fair matching with experimental 
data [10], whereas good agreements are provided 
by the latter two. Those models introduce some 
heavy computations, such as the implicit 
calculation of several quantities, so lighter explicit 
models [9, 11] have been proposed yielding a 
compromise between accuracy and computational 
cost. 
 
Concerning Gaseous Film Cooling (GFC) 
investigations, they were dedicated to understand 
the effects of different coolant injection procedures 
[13], free stream turbulence level [14], and 
compressibility [15] on the main stream boundary 
layer. It was found that multi-slot injection is more 
suited for high energy propellants, for example 
hydrogen and methane, and that no significant 
changes of cooling performance occur because of 
variations in the turbulence intensity of the coolant 
jet. Gas compressibility is found to change the 
growth rate of the shear layer between the main 
and secondary flow. 
The determination of GFC performance has been 
mostly carried out empirically. A great number of 
studies and results is available in open literature 
concerning gaseous film cooling, but, 
unfortunately, only few recent numerical analyses 
have been carried out aiming to study of rocket 
thrust chambers. Some correlations have been 
proposed [16], typically in terms of film cooling 
effectiveness. Those models assume constant 
properties ideal gases, a constant average 
temperature in the boundary layer, and a full 
mixing of the coolant with the core flow. Significant 
improvements have been made [17-20], proposing 
further dependencies and modelling of phenomena 
occurring in rocket combustion chambers. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

In the new component, the implemented 
formulation aims at predicting the main features of 
a film-cooled combustion chamber, namely, i) the 
film extension before complete mixing/entrainment 
occurs (in case of gaseous/liquid coolant, 
respectively), ii) the effective reduction of wall heat 
flux in the cooled region, iii) the O/F ratio shift 
resulting from film addition and its effect on 
performance, while retaining reasonable 
computational times due to its inclusion in the  
ESPSS multi-physics platform. 

The film-cooled thrust chamber component has 

been implemented as two new components (see 

Figure 1. New film-cooled thrust chamber super-

components: LFC (left) and GFC (right)), making a 

distinction between liquid and gaseous film 

cooling. The motivation lies in the fact that it 

needed invasive and different modifications, with 

respect to the regular liquid combustor, due to the 

complex nature of the problem. In fact, the 

presence of the coolant affects both the heat flux 

to the walls and the hot gas flow behaviour inside 

the chamber, influenced by coolant vaporization 

and reaction. The original nozzle component has 

been employed retaining the same super-

component overall topology. 

                 

Figure 1. New film-cooled thrust chamber super-

components: LFC (left) and GFC 

(right) 

Concerning liquid film cooling, the model uses the 

hot-gas flow thermodynamic state and properties 

as inputs (in compliance with the model 

requirements) to compute a fixed set of quantities, 

i.e., evaporation rate, heat fluxes, boundary layer 

mass flow rate and temperature, which are 

calculated at each time step, according to the 

chosen model features. Film injection can take 

place at any chamber node, retaining the regular 

combustor solution prior to injection. No restrictions 

apply concerning the coolant species choice, as it 

can be chosen as one of the propellants or a third 

different fluid. Mixtures are also allowed by the 

component. 

The hot gases and the coolant are considered as 

two separate entities, until evaporation occurs. 

Such dynamics has been included in all the flow 
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conservation laws as a distributed mass flow rate 

source term along the chamber, and thus correctly 

generates different phenomena, as follows (note 

that such dynamics occurs between the liquid film 

and the hot flow). 

i. Chamber pressure increases due to the 

injected additional mass flow rate. 

ii. Enthalpy content of the inflowing flux 

influences chamber temperature. 

iii. Coolant chemicals react with the hot 

gases, influencing the hot mixture 

composition (O/F shift) and thus its 

temperature. 

iv. Heat loss term in the energy equation also 

includes the heat transferred from the hot 

gas to the film. 

It has to be remarked that the coolant evaporation 

process and the thermochemical state of the hot 

gas stream in its vicinity are interdependent. For 

such a reason, an iterative procedure is necessary 

to compute the correct coupling between heat load 

to the film and the hot stream state in its vicinity. 

Concerning gaseous film cooling the logic is 

similar, except for the evaporation process, which 

is not present of course. Hot gases, film, and 

mixing regions are treated independently in the 

combustor, and then assembled together 

depending on the computed flowfield geometry to 

eventually provide the wall heat flux distribution. 

 

4. NUMERICAL MODELS 

 

Because of the nature of the ESPSS framework, 
different categories of models which can deliver 
results with different orders of accuracy with 
respect to the investigated phenomena have been 
selected in the literature, thus involving different 
computational efforts; concerning both gaseous 
and liquid film cooling. On the basis of the 
performed literature review, models considered as 
the best candidates for the implementation are 
presented in the following. In particular, the first 
three models are for LFC while the last one 
concerns GFC. 
 

4.1.  Grisson 

 
Grisson model [11] is a one-dimensional analytical 
model of liquid film cooling in liquid rocket engine 
combustion chambers. The main purpose of the 
model is to calculate the coolant evaporation rate 
due to heating and, as a consequence, to estimate 
the size of the film cooled region, i.e., the length 
after which the film ceases to exist in liquid phase. 
Radiative heating is considered in such 

phase. Grisson’s complete model also assumes 
that a portion of the evaporated coolant continues 
to provide a (lesser) thermal protection due to its 
entrainment into the boundary layer. Limitations 
exist for this model, e.g., since liquid drops 
entrainment into the hot gas stream is 
neglected, applying the model to small coolant 
mass flow rates is recommended. Moreover, the 
effect of boundary-layer gases acceleration is 
neglected as well, so lower accuracy is expected in 
the nozzle (a correction factor exists only for the 
convergent section). 
Right after injection, the coolant is assumed to heat 
up until saturation conditions due to heat exchange 
with the hot gases. The convective heat 
transfer coefficient is calculated with the hot gas 
properties according to the flat plate correlation 
by Chilton and Colburn. The convective heat 
exchange between the film and the walls is 
evaluated using the same procedure while 
considering the liquid coolant properties. The 
radiative heat flux towards the liquid film and 
towards the chamber wall is also evaluated. Hot-
gas total emittance is evaluated through the model. 
The total heat flux is absorbed by the liquid film, 
causing a temperature rise and, after the liquid 
reaches the saturation temperature, the 
evaporation rate per unit area is calculated 
iteratively by the following system of algebraic 
equations: 
 

�̇�𝑣𝑎𝑝 =
𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 + 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 + 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚

𝑊𝐴𝐿𝐿

𝜆
 Eq.1 

 
 

ℎ

ℎ0

=  
ln(1 + 𝐻)

𝐻
 Eq.2 

 

𝐻 =  
𝐾𝑚𝑐𝑝,𝑔

𝜆
[(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) +  

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 

ℎ
] =

=
𝐾𝑚𝑐𝑝,𝑔�̇�𝑣𝑎𝑝

ℎ
 

 Eq.3 

 

where:  �̇�𝑣𝑎𝑝 is the evaporation rate, 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 and 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 are the convective ad radiative heat fluxes 

entering the liquid film, 𝜆 is the latent heat of 

vaporization, ℎ0 is the convective heat transfer 

coefficient, ℎ is the transpiration-corrected 

convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝑐𝑝,𝑔 is the hot 

gas specific heat at constant pressure, 𝐾𝑚 is a 

correction factor depending on hot gas and film 

molar masses, 𝑇𝑔 is the hot gas temperature, and 

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the liquid film saturation temperature. 

The vapor flows away from the liquid film, similar to 

liquid transpiration through a porous wall, thus 

decreasing the wall shear stress and convective 

heat flux. To take into account this phenomenon, a 

new convective heat transfer coefficient and a new 
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wall shear stress are calculated from the old ones 

(ℎ0, 𝜏0) by means of the transpiration correction 

ℎ/ℎ0. 

Once the evaporation rate is known, it decreases 

the liquid mass flow rate per unit circumference at 

a rate 
ΔΓ

Δ𝑥
= −�̇�𝑣𝑎𝑝. The film cooled length FCL is 

hence determined as the abscissa at which Γ = 0. 

Starting from the position marked as FCL it is 

assumed that the whole coolant mass remains in 

the boundary layer, and it heats up due to the free 

stream entrainment. Once the boundary layer 

temperature is obtained, the convective heat 

transfer coefficient between the boundary layer 

and the walls is calculated according to the 

Chilton-Colburn correlation as above. 

4.2.  Grisson (simplified) 

Grisson [11] also provided a simplified 0-D 

analytical formulation of his model to avoid the 

iterative calculation of the evaporation rate and the 

transpiration-corrected convective heat transfer 

coefficient. It can be obtained explicitly by 

neglecting radiation toward the liquid film. In such a 

way, the transpiration correction reduces to a 

simple form, and the FCL can be calculated 

according to the following equation without the 

necessity of integrating along the chamber 

abscissa: 

 

𝐹𝐶𝐿 =
61.62𝜇𝑔

𝐺𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

[
𝜆∗Γ 𝑃𝑟0.94 

𝑐𝑝,𝑔(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡)𝜇𝑔 (
ℎ
ℎ0

)
]

1.25

 Eq.4 

 

where:  𝜇𝑔 is the hot gas dynamic viscosity, 𝐺𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 

is a modified hot gas mass flux (see [11] for 

details), 𝜆∗ = 𝜆 + 𝑐𝑝,𝑙𝑖𝑞(𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞), Γ is the liquid 

film mass flow rate per unit chamber 

circumference, 𝑐𝑝,𝑙𝑖𝑞 is the liquid film specific heat 

at constant pressure and 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞 is the film injection 

temperature. 

4.3.  Shine et al. 

Shine et al. model [12] is a 0-dimensional 

analytical model of film cooling in liquid rocket 

engine combustion chambers operating at 

subcritical conditions, which incorporates hot-gas 

radiation and the entrainment of the liquid phase 

into the gas. The approach involves the modelling 

of the liquid phase as a control volume with 

constant properties and the evaporation is 

calculated by means of mass and energy 

balances. Mass transfer via entrainment is 

obtained by suitable correlation available in 

literature [7]. The model includes convection and 

radiation at the interface of liquid film with 

combustion gas assuming the liquid phase heating 

process from the injection temperature to the 

saturation value as instantaneous. In such a way, 

an overall vaporization enthalpy can be defined. 

The evaporation process is modelled similarly to 

Grisson model [11], i.e., calculating a “dry wall” 

convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ0 and then 

introducing the transpiration correction to obtain ℎ. 

The radiative heat flux towards the liquid film is 

calculated using the total hot-gas emittance 

obtained through the Leckner correlation [21]. 

Once the evaporation rate is known, the correlation 

by Sawant et al. [7] is used to calculate the coolant 

loss due to entrainment, expressed as a fraction 𝐸 

of the injected mass flow rate. Knowing the 

entrained fraction, the liquid mass flow rate 

available for film cooling is obtained as Γ𝑎𝑣 =

Γ(1 − 𝐸), and the film cooled length is 𝐹𝐶𝐿 =

 Γ𝑎𝑣 �̇�𝑣𝑎𝑝⁄ . Boundary layer model is taken from 

Grisson model [11] 
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4.4.  Di Matteo et al. – Sapienza 

Gaseous film cooling model by Di Matteo et al. 

[20], then modified in the framework of the present 

activity, is a quasi-2D differential formulation to 

study the developed flow field of a film wall jet in 

rocket combustion chambers. It is capable to 

provide a prediction of the evolution in space and 

time of both wall heat flux and film cooling 

effectiveness. The geometry of the developed flow 

field is based on the one carried out by Simon [19] 

(see Figure 2. Geometry of the developed flow as 

assumed by Simon’s model [19]), which includes 

three different regions: the core (hot gases), film, 

and mixing region. The entrained mass flow rates 

and the quantities exchanged between the hot gas, 

the mixing, and the film zone are computed by 

means of geometrical correlations. All the three 

zones are assumed to have the same pressure for 

any given cross-section of the combustion 

chamber, determined as no film cooling were 

present.  The length of the film region (𝑥1 in Figure 

2. Geometry of the developed flow as assumed by 

Simon’s model [19]) and the growth rate of the 

mixing region are calculated first. The former 

defines the region characterized by coolant 

properties, so the convective heat flux is 

determined by film conditions, whilst in the fully 

developed region the wall conditions are 

determined by the mixing conditions. An iterative 

procedure [19] or a CFD-based correlation 

developed by Sapienza [22] can be used to 

evaluate 𝑥1. The mixing zone growth rate is 

calculated as a function of jets densities and 

velocities. 

Flowfield geometry, shown in Figure 2. Geometry 

of the developed flow as assumed by Simon’s 

model [19], is then computed by knowing 
𝑑𝑏

𝑑𝑥
 and 

𝑥1. The least number of differential equations has 
been chosen to be included in the model, for 
simplicity. In particular, all the three governing 
equations are retained for the core region as in the 
original ESPSS combustor, whereas the film region 
is modelled only by means of the energy 
conservation equation. The latter is written as: 

𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚(𝜌𝑒0)̇
𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 = −Δ(�̇�ℎ0)𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 − 𝑞𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚   Eq.5 

where:  𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is the film region volume, (𝜌𝑒0)𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is 

the product between film density and total energy, 

(�̇�ℎ0)𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is the film total enthalpy flux, and 𝑞𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is 

the heat flux exchanged by the film region. 

Quantity (𝜌𝑒0) is intended as a single variable 

being density not provided by mass conservation 

equation or other procedures. Mass flow rate is 

supposed to be constant in space but variable in 

time, and equal to the value at the coolant injector. 

This occurs as if mass flow rate information 

propagates with infinite speed for a fixed time 

instant. Knowing mass flow rate and thus mass flux 

𝐺 = (�̇� 𝐴⁄ )𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 also from the geometry, the film 

thermodynamic state is calculated iteratively. The 

mixing region properties are determined by those 

of the hot gas and the coolant in a one-way 

dependency. Algebraic equations based on 

geometrical considerations and on the fluid 

properties of the hot gas and coolant are used to 

evaluate the incoming energy fluxes to the mixing 

region. Temperature in mixing volumes is 

calculated by averaging all the incoming flow 

temperatures, using their mass flow rate as 

weights. Since pressure is known from the core 

region, the density in mixing volumes can be 

obtained by the equation of state. Effects of area 

Figure 2. Geometry of the developed flow as assumed by Simon’s model [19] 
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variation and jet velocities difference are 

considered on mixing zone velocity. 

 

5. TEST CASES 
 

Experimental test cases have been also selected 

from the literature to validate the models presented 

above for liquid and gaseous film cooling. An 

overview of the chosen test cases is provided in 

the following.  

Selected experimental test cases include 2 tests 

for liquid film cooling [23, 24] and 2 tests for 

gaseous film cooling [25, 26]: 

5.1.  Morrell 

The investigation [23] consists in a series of 4 tests 

employing a liquid oxygen/liquid ammonia thrust 

chamber, using water as coolant. Wall heat load, 

thrust, and film cooled length are evaluated in an 

8.5 inches long test section located downstream of 

the injection plate. Coolant injection occurs by 

means of tangential-slot injectors at the beginning 

of the test section. Investigations have been 

performed using different propellant and coolant 

mass flow rates (see Table 1. Operating conditions 

used in [23]).  Available observables are the film 

cooled length, thrust, and the integral heat load. 

Heat load is computed from temperature 

measurements performed with thermocouples 

adding the vaporization heat where the liquid 

phase is present. No details on the temperature 

and heat profiles are reported, heat integral value 

only. 

 

Table 1. Operating conditions used in [23] 

Test no. Oxidizer mfr 
(kg/s) 

Fuel mfr 
(kg/s) 

Film mfr 
(kg/s) 

# 8 0.99 0.70 0.836 

# 9 1.05 0.69 0.836 

# 10 1.16 0.66 0.093 

# 11 1.14 0.68 0.095 

 

5.2.  Kim et al. 

Test hardware features a film and regeneratively 

cooled-liquid oxygen/kerosene calorimetric 

combustion chamber [24]. Operating conditions are 

shown in Table 2. Operating conditions used in 

[24] Kerosene is used as film coolant and is 

injected tangentially right at the injector plate, 

whereas ambient-temperature water is used in the 

19 cooling channels circuits. Cooling channels are 

used during the experiment to provide heat flux 

measurements, which are performed by evaluating 

the total enthalpy difference between cooling 

circuits manifolds. The presence of many cooling 

circuits ensures a good spatial resolution for 

measurements. Observables are average hot gas 

side wall temperature, characteristic velocity, and 

axial profiles of wall heat flux. 

Table 2. Operating conditions used in [24] 

Chamber 
pressure 

(bar)  

O/F Oxidizer 
mfr 

(kg/s) 

Fuel 
mfr 

(kg/s) 

Film mfr 
(kg/s) 

52.5 2.77 4.42 1.59 0.166 

 

5.3.  Arnold et al. 

The experiment is an investigation of film cooling 

performances in a high-pressure liquid 

oxygen/gaseous hydrogen combustion chamber 

made up by 5 segments [25]. Coolant is gaseous 

hydrogen, which is injected right at the injection 

plate by means of 10 rectangular slots. Information 

about heat load distribution is provided on the hot 

inner surface of the combustion chamber at real 

rocket engines conditions and pressures up to 115 

bar. 

Operating conditions are shown in Table 3. 

Operating conditions used in [25]. Available 

observables are axial measurements of wall heat 

flux. Hot gas-side wall temperature is provided so it 

is possible to use it as boundary condition to 

retrieve the heat flux numerically. 

Table 3. Operating conditions used in [25] 

Oxidizer mfr 
(kg/s) 

Fuel mfr 
(kg/s) 

Film mfr  
(kg/s) 

3.6 0.6 0.084 (2% tot) 

 

5.4.  Sulsov et al. 

Film cooling performances in a low-pressure 

gaseous oxygen/gaseous methane combustor are 

investigated [26]. Operating conditions are shown 

in Table 4. Operating conditions used in [26]. 

Coolant is ambient-temperature methane, which is 

injected right at the injection plate by means of a 

ring injection slot. The investigation focuses on the 

interaction of the reacting flow with film cooling in 

the cylindrical part of the combustion chamber near 

the injector plate, eventually providing information 

on heat loads distribution at chamber pressure up 

to 12 bar. Hot gas-side wall temperature is 

provided so it is possible to use it as boundary 

condition to numerically retrieve the heat flux, 

whose measurements are available. 
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Table 4. Operating conditions used in [26] 

Oxidizer 
mfr 

(kg/s) 

Fuel mfr 
(kg/s) 

Film mfr 
(kg/s) 

Film injection 
slot height (mm) 

0.335 0.1 0.087 
(20% tot) 

0.46 

 

6. RESULTS 

6.1.  LFC Validation 

Starting with LFC, experimental data by Morrell 
[23] are compared to numerical results in Table 6. 
Experimental and estimated observables by 
Morrell [23] and present LFC models. “Q” stands 
 for integral heat load.. The mixing process 
between the coolant and the hot gas provides a 
good estimation of the thrust which is in good 
agreement with experimental data for all the three 
LFC models for each test. In fact, all the three 
formulations model the chamber pressurization 
due to coolant injection. Film cooled length tends 
to be overestimated by all the models, in each test 
case, even if acceptable ranges of errors are 
provided (average is of about 15%). As expected, 
the best evaluations are provided by the most 
detailed model, i.e., Grisson model in full 
formulation. As expected, 0-D models (Simplified 
Grisson and Shine et al) return higher errors with 
respect to Grisson full formulation due to their 
higher level of simplification. They show a 

significantly similar behavior dealing with this 
specific test case. Between the two, Shine model 
seems to give a slightly better accuracy in the FCL 
estimation. 
Full Grisson model is the only one that can be 
considered reliable when comparing integral heat 
loads, since it employs a specific and detailed 
modeling for the estimation of the heat exchange 
coefficients. Moreover, it gives the best estimation 
of the FCL, which is a key parameter when 
comparing the integral heat load since the 
temperatures of the liquid phase and of the 
evaporated boundary layer might be very different 
and might influence such an observable a lot. 
 
Observables by Kim et al. [24] are reproduced 
using the LFC models in Table 5. Comparison 
between Kim et al. scalar observables [24] and 
numerical results and Fig.3 
 

Table 5. Comparison between Kim et al. scalar 

observables [24] and numerical results 

 
EXP Full 

Grisson 
Simplified 
Grisson 

Shine 
et al. 

Average Tw 
[K] 

610 668,2 576,8 796 

Error (%) - 9,54 -5,44 30,49 

Characteristic 
velocity (m/s) 

1670 1730 1728 1702 

Error (%) - 3,59 3,47 1,91 

 

Table 6. Experimental and estimated observables by Morrell [23] and present LFC models. “Q” stands 

 for integral heat load. 
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Performances, in terms of characteristic velocity, 
are well predicted by each of the three models. 
Errors are confined below the 4% threshold. This 
proves that the assumptions made on the mixing 
process between the evaporated coolant and the 
hot gases are appropriate.  
Also wall temperatures are in good agreement with 
experimental data. As expected, also here the 
complete Grisson model shows the best results 
with an error of 9.5% with respect to the 
experiment, whereas the highest discrepancy is 
showed by Shine model which overestimates the 
wall temperature by a factor of 30.5%. 
The lowest error on the average wall temperature 
prediction is provided by the Simplified Grisson 
model, which provides a better prediction than the 
full formulation. Although the temperature 
averaging process is not explained in detail in the 
paper, this aspect is quite unexpected because of 
the low reliability expected by 0-D models 
concerning heat transfer evaluation. One possible 
explanation might lie in the interplay of two 
different errors. On one hand, 0-D models (as 
Shine et al.) generally tend to overestimate wall 
temperature. On the other hand, simplified Grisson 
model provides a higher film cooled length (FCL) 
than the other two models, as can be observed 
from the plot above, thus considering a higher wall 
region with low temperature which contributes to 
decrease the average value in the combustion 
chamber. As a possible consequence of this 
combined and counterbalanced effect, what is 
observed is an average wall temperature which is 
close to experimental data. The effect might be 
case dependent. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison between experimental [24] 

and numerical results. CFD by Kim 

et al. is also included 

 
Concerning convective heat fluxes, all the three 
liquid film cooling models (red, green, and blue 
solid lines) provide similar results and overestimate 

experimental data (black solid line with symbols). 
However, it must be pointed out that the results are 
in good agreement with the simulations performed 
by Kim et al. and reported in the paper. Such fact 
might be due to some physics happening in the 
experiment which is not properly modeled 
numerically. 
 

6.2.  GFC Validation 

Going further to GFC, Figure 4. Comparison 
between experimental data by Arnold et al. [25] 
and numerical results. shows the comparison 
between experimental data by Arnold et al. [25] 
and numerical results obtained by means of the Di 
Matteo et al. [20] – Sapienza reduced model, 
focusing on the chamber region where 
measurements are available. Numerical solution is 
in overall good agreement with experimental data, 
which are also affected by some uncertainty. The 
maximum punctual error is in the range of 17% and 
it is obtained in the fully mixed region. Heat flux 
trend is well predicted. The model is capable of 
capturing the heat flux ramp in the vicinity of the 
injection plate due to combustion development and 
to the film presence in this case.  
Even if no measurement point is available in the 
nozzle, the higher the heat flux values are, the 
lower the error seems to be. In particular, the last 
two measurement points values are reproduced 
within their experimental error bars. 
Eventually, the comparison between experimental 
data by Suslov et al. [25] and numerical results for 
oxygen/methane propellant combination are shown 
in Figure 5. Comparison between experimental 
data by Suslov et al. [26], reduced model 
numerical results, and CFD simulation by Betti et 
al. [27].. A CFD simulation performed by Betti et al. 
[27] for the same test case and operating 
conditions is also shown.  
 

 

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental data 

by Arnold et al. [25] and numerical 

results. 
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Experimental wall heat flux is well reproduced by 
the gaseous film cooling model by Di Matteo et al. 
[20] and Sapienza. The maximum punctual error is 
in the range of 19% with respect to the 
experimental data, and it is obtained downstream 
in the fully mixed region. 
The typical initial heat release ramp due to 
combustion development and to the film presence 
and mixing is well captured.  
A higher film extension is obtained by the 
numerical model (red line), and thus higher errors 
are shown close to the injection region. 
Errors with respect to experiments appear to be of 
the same order of magnitude of the ones obtained 
with the more complex CFD simulation, confirming 
the reliability of the approach. 
A second configuration is used to assess the 
validity of the GFC reduced model in case of 
oxygen/methane. Such configuration foresees the 
same propellant mass flow rates shown in Table 4. 
Operating conditions used in [26], but using a 
lower film mass flow rate of 0.022 kg/s (i.e. 5% of 
the total mass flow rate) and a film injection slot 
height of 0.2 mm. CFD simulations have been 
performed to provide a term of comparison for the 
GFC reduced model results, including also a 
further case with no film. Results are shown in 
Figure 6. Comparison between reduced model 
results and CFD simulations..  
Reduced model solution (red line) is in good 
agreement with that provided by CFD simulation 
(black line). The maximum punctual error is in the 
range of 18% with respect to the simulation results. 
A further solution without film cooling (blue line) is 
included in the comparison to show the influence 
of coolant injection on the wall heat flux. 
Although some discrepancies are present, wall 
heat flux trend is well predicted. Particular 
precision is shown approaching the plateau in the 
first half of the chamber, where the two solutions 
(red and black lines) are almost overlapped.  

 

Figure 5. Comparison between experimental data 

by Suslov et al. [26], reduced 

model numerical results, and CFD 

simulation by Betti et al. [27]. 

 

Figure 6. Comparison between reduced model 

results and CFD simulations. 

By looking at both Figures Figure 5. Comparison 
between experimental data by Suslov et al. [26], 
reduced model numerical results, and CFD 
simulation by Betti et al. [27]. and Figure 6. 
Comparison between reduced model results and 
CFD simulations., it can be said that the Di Matteo-
Sapienza model is validated against gaseous film 
cooling test cases, showing an accuracy with 
respect to experimental data which is comparable 
to that of more complicated CFD simulations. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

An extensive literature review allowed to gather 
and select the most suitable low-order models of 
liquid and gaseous film cooling to be implemented 
in the EcosimPro/ESPSS framework. After a brief 
presentation of the formulations, this study aimed 
at assessing and validating the best candidate 
models in case of liquid rocket engine applications.  
 
Three liquid film cooling models with different level 
of detail have been validated against the few 
experimental data found in the literature. All of 
them have shown low errors around 5% on thrust 
and characteristic velocity, indicating a correct 
evaluation of performance losses yielded by cold 
film injection. Higher but still acceptable errors 
around 15% have been obtained on film cooled 
length results, depending in particular on the level 
of approximation which characterize each 
formulation. Despite the reasonable agreement 
between experimental data and numerical results, 
it can be concluded that liquid film cooling is a 
challenging phenomenon to be described in detail 
using low-order models due to the complex 
underlying phenomena. A comprehensive 
treatment should take into account all the 
phenomenology occurring in the combustion 
chamber, eventually leading to heavy 
computational burdens, which are not to be sought 
in the framework of system simulators as ESPSS. 
 
Concerning gaseous film cooling, a single model 
has been selected, improved and validated against 
oxygen/hydrogen and oxygen/methane 
applications. Similar results have been obtained in 
the two cases, with errors not exceeding 20% on 
the total wall heat flux along the combustion 
chamber. Discrepancies are comparable with 
those obtained by more complex and detailed CFD 
simulation under different operating conditions, 
confirming the heat load prediction capability of 
low-order models in case of gaseous film cooling. 
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